Förderung von Nachhaltigkeit und Familienfreundlichkeit:

FOUR GREEN PEARLS FOR THE PERFECT
WINTER BREAK

Darmstadt, 3rd December 2015. Varied snow enjoyments, a familial atmosphere and unbeatable winter offers: Green Pearls®, a portfolio of sustainable, handpicked and unique places worldwide, presents four accommodations for active and yet sustainable winter holidays.

Tranquil snowshoe hiking at the border triangle

Only 150 meters separate the extraordinary calm oasis "Haidl-Madl" in the Bavarian Forest from Bohemian hissing. The quietness of the former no-man's-land between Czech Republic and Germany only disturbs snowshoe hikes with the rustling of the wind.
In her three vacation rentals in Bischofsreut, Ingrid Haidl-Madl has purposely said goodbye to the regional interior design, bet on simplicity and has staged the rooms with high-quality furniture, in order to direct a view onto the woods of the border triangle. In January and February on different dates, three to four-hour long guided snowshoe hikes into the superb winter wonderland start from the tourist information in Haidmühle.

Don’t miss:
Vacation at Ingrid Haidl-Madl feels like a holiday at the favorite Bavarian cousin. Snowshoes and sleighs are available free of charge, after long tours in the snow, the host awaits her guests at the warm heated tiled stove with hot chocolate and legendary homemade cake.

„Onto the Ice“ in Kärnten

In the Weissensee valley of Austrian Kärnten, cross-country skiers find double lane and skating tracks galore, while families bustle on the small but mighty local pistes and register their offspring at the children’s skiing school "Bobo"
The insider's tip at Geniesserhotel Die Forelle is "Onto the Ice": directly in front of the house on the consistently freezing Weissensee, the natural ice-skating fun begins in November. On the up to 40 centimeter thick icecap, ice-hockey places, ice-skating and ice-stick rinks are prepared, there is even a rink for ice speed skaters. Decelerating winter vacation in Kärnten already begins with the journey: after the eco-friendly train ride to Greifenburg, guests can be brought to the "Forelle" first by the environmental bus and then by the free nature park bus.

Don't miss:
The offer "schneezueberFORELLE" from 6th January to 6th March 2016 starting at EUR 333 per person in a double-room entails 3 nights with gourmet-¾-board, cross-country skiing or ice-skating rented equipment for 2 days and a partial massage.

"Biathlon for everyone" in the Bavarian Forest

Biathlon is THE trend sport among winter activities. At the "Arber Hohenzollern Skistadion" in the Bavarian Forests, laymen can try out, if they have a calm hand to hit the black mark after a couple of cross-country rounds.

Vacationers of "Refugium Lindenwirt" in Drachselried get to the training grounds by
Bodenmais skiing bus and can complete a biathlon trial course every Wednesday from 1pm to 5pm under the trainers' watch. But also the winter white slopes of the Great Arber invite to panorama downhill skiing into the valley. Small ski bunnies can practice their first swings at the ArBär miniature land. With fresh, base-containing meals, mountain water from an own well and natural cosmetic products during wellness treatments, a sustainable relaxation at Refugium Lindenwirt is guaranteed.

Don't miss:
The offer Bavarian Winter is available from November to March and includes a double-room for 4 nights with 3/4 indulging-board, a back massage, a guided cross-country hike with hotel director Christian Geiger and a daily shuttle to the skiing center altogether starting at 409 Euro per person.

Winter hiking and snowboarding in the Berchtesgaden Alps

Sparkling snow and crystal-clear mountain air impress winter wanderers and skiers likewise in the Berchtesgadener Land. In front of the picture-perfect panorama of Katzmann, Germany's second highest mountain, vacationers can choose between more than 24 different, well-cleared winter hiking routes, several mountains for sled games, cross-country tracks and downhill courses. Especially popular among snowboarders are the slopes at Götschen and at the
Rossfeld with fun park, halfpipe and flood lights. At the bottom of Watzmann, Göll and Brett, the climate-neutral "Best Western Plus Berghotel Rehlegg" welcomes its guests with a local cuisine, spa products from the in-house herb fairy and and a mountain-view indoor swimming pool.

Don't miss:
Scrimpers keep an eye on the last-minute offers of the Berghotel Rehlegg and with a little bit of luck snag an offer with overnight stay, 3/4 board, rental rucksack, favorite herb pillow and free use of the wellness area starting at 61.50€ per person and night in a double-room.

The German Green Pearls GmbH operates from Darmstadt, Germany and unifies international tourism companies that support environmental protection and demonstrate social commitment. Green Pearls is the first holding company worldwide that brings together sustainable hotels, destinations and restaurants on one global data platform.

Among the criteria of admission to Green Pearls are a sustainability plan on management level, a sustainable architecture, comprehensive water, energy saving and waste recovery measures, the use of seasonal and regional ingredients in the kitchen, as well as a large commitment for the social balance in each of the holiday regions.

If you are looking for media images in high resolution please click here. Further information about Green Pearls on www.greenpearls.com, on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest as well as on the Green Pearls Blog.
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